
  

Where Do I start?



  

The 1970s – Where to Start?
● Anime in the 1970s was really finding 

its feet; prior to that, TV animation 
tended to be simpler shows like Astro 
Boy, Tetsujin 28 and Mach GoGoGo 
(or as you may know Gigantor and 
Speed Racer)

● As the decade moved on, a number of 
milestone series aired, and any of the 
following would be a good place to 
start: Lupin III, Mobile Suit Gundam 
and Rose of Versailles.

● If you want to look further into 1970s 
anime, consider series like Space 
Battleship Yamato, Voltes V and 
Ashita No Joe



  

Lupin III (1971-2, 77-80, 84-5, 
2012)

● An iconic figure in Japanese pop 
culture, Lupin III (supposedly the 
grandson of Maurice Leblanc's Arsene 
Lupin, Gentleman-Thief character) 
was one of the first TV anime for an 
adult audience.

● Over 3 TV series and countless 
movies, OVAs and specials, Lupin III 
has remained close to its roots; risque 
and humorous crime capers.

● It has even had a crossover with long-
running mystery series Detective 
Conan!

● A key part of Lupin III's appeal are 
Shingo Araki's stylish and iconic 
character designs.



  

Mobile Suit Gundam (1979-80)
● Another instantly recognisable series 

that started an entire franchise still 
going strong (with the 2011 Gundam 
AGE the most recent entry)

● It was intended to be a way of making 
director, writer and creator Yoshiyuki 
Tomino's vision of a military SF anime 
more marketable

● Gundam's odd mix of 70s super robot 
anime cliches and military styling was 
initially unpopular and the show was 
ultimately saved by toy sales – but 
subsequent re-runs and compilation 
movies proved a lot more successful.

● Later, more popular entries took a 
more serious tone, closer to what the 
original concept was.



  

Rose of Versailles (1979-80)

● An in-depth, captivating and beautifully 
drawn period drama with character 
designs from Shingo Araki (Lupin III) and 
directed by the renowned Osamu Dezaki 
(Ashita No Joe, Ace Wo Nerae).

● Loosely based on real historical events, it 
is focused on Oscar, a noblewoman raised 
as a boy, and her life around the court of 
Marie Antoinette.

● The series effectively blends the 
melodramatic tropes of shoujo anime with 
a more grounded historical drama setting.



  

Further Viewing
● Viewers looking to see the roots of the super robot genre should look to the works 

of Tadao Nagahama; his “Robot Romance” trilogy of Combattler V, Voltes V and 
Tosho Daimos effectively show the evolution of the genre from its simple episodic 
roots to attempts at creating a more obvious persistent narrative in the form of 
Daimos' simple “Romeo and Juliet” story

● Fans of sports anime may enjoy Ashita No Joe,  a seminal sports series about a 
young boxer directed by Dezaki and worked on in part by Tomino. Such is the 
show's popularity and visual style that a climactic scene has been referenced by 
numerous series, notably Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann.

● Ace Wo Nerae is another sports series worth a watch; a tennis-focused shoujo series 
from Dezaki, it was an inspiration for the high school sections of Gunbuster.

● To get an idea of how science fiction anime has developed, consider the works of 
Matsumoto Leiji; while Space Battleship Yamato and Space Pirate Captain Harlock 
are very much flawed, they are iconic series still popular – and being remade - to 
this day.



  

Welcome to the 80s
(enjoy your shading)



  

The 1980s – Where to Start
● In the 1980s, the anime industry 

boomed; as the Japanese economy 
flourished, there was more money to 
invest in entertainment.

● The OVA format surged in popularity 
from a shaky start, and the 
phenomenal budgets that shorter 
productions were given led to some 
spectacular results visually.

● Narrowing the 1980s down to a few 
series is very difficult; this list is by no 
means comprehensive.



  

City Hunter (1987-88)
● A fun, risque jaunt through a sort of 

timelessly 80s setting which riffs on 
countless spy and cop dramas, City 
Hunter is a consistently entertaining 
series.

● It's about the misadventures of two 
private eyes as they hurtle from one 
crisis to another in their hunt for 
pretty girls.

● With a great sense of style and a 
more adult brand of humour than 
many comedy series (while not being 
purely sold on sex appeal) it's 
definitely a hit – in fact it did so well 
that two full length sequel series were 
made. 



  

Saint Seiya (1986-89, 2012+)
● Remade in 2012, Saint Seiya, alongside 

Fist of the North Star, is one of the 
classic long-running shounen series of 
the 1980s.

● With a somewhat liberal take on 
Greek mythology as a basis, it's a 
perfect example of the genre, with 
arc-based plots and high-quality 
action.

● Its classic mythology-inspired spin on 
high fantasy makes it stand out from 
the competition and provides a well-
established rogue's gallery of villains 
including Hades himself.



  

Aim for the Top! Gunbuster (1988-
89)

● Mixing classic sci-fi novels, high school 
drama, inspirational sports movies and 
1970s mecha, Gunbuster is a fantastically 
animated OVA from GAINAX

● It's about a young girl's struggle to live 
up to her father's legacy as she fights 
alien invaders – but at the same time it's 
about the effects of relativistic travel on 
people

● Part of the show's appeal is its sound 
pseudoscience basis for all the 
technology featured – and the range of 
sci-fi homages within it (including 
references to The Forever War, 2001 and 
others)



  

Maison Ikkoku (1986-88)
● A heartwarming romantic comedy about an 

awkward, slacker student and his one-way 
love for his landlady.

● As a picture of student life and young love, 
it's charming and relatable despite being 
incredibly exaggerated and often slapstick.

● While the main plot is hugely funny, with a 
hilarious comedy dog used for classic sight 
gags, it's the motley crew of supporting 
characters that really contribute to the 
humour.

● With some classic dead-pan punchlines, 
bizarre scenes and amusing twists on classic 
sitcom moments, it's a great example of a 
student sitcom that is funny to this day.



  

Further Viewing
● There's loads more to see in the 1980s; fans of Gundam should watch Zeta, ZZ and 

Char's Counterattack to see the whole Universal Century timeline played out, while 
the 80s also brought SDF Macross and the truly brilliant Do You Remember Love.

● Other unmissable mecha series from the 80s include Armoured Trooper VOTOMS 
and Fang of the Sun Dougram, both from Ryosuke Takahashi, and the easygoing sci-
fi cop show Mobile Police Patlabor.

● The 80s also saw activity from GAINAX, with Gunbuster accompanied by  Nadia: 
The Secret of Blue Water, a fantastic steampunk adventure borrowing liberally from 
everything from super robots to Studio Ghibli and the seemingly endless Time 
Bokan franchise (Yatterman et al).

● Some of Studio Ghibli's best films were made in the 80s; Laputa was 1986, and 
Nausicaa 1984.

● In terms of shounen shows there is the classic Fist of the North Star, an epic post-
apocalyptic adventure that has been extensively parodied and referenced by later 
works.

● Fans of Rumiko Takahashi should also watch Urusei Yatsura.



  

90s animation, Make up!



  

The 1990s – Where to Start
● If the 1980s were dominated by 

experimental OVAs, giant robots and 
sci-fi, the 1990s saw a boom in 
magical girls, fantasy shows and 
comedy.

● While “Oldschool” fans traditionally 
stop at 1995, I'm going to be talking 
about some things from throughout 
the decade to show how diverse the 
selection is.

● It's incredibly likely everyone here has 
seen something from the 1990s, be it 
Sailor Moon, Gundam Wing or 
Cowboy Bebop – or something more 
obscure.



  

The Slayers (1995)
● Probably the best fantasy comedy 

series going, with a voice cast that's 
pretty much “the best of 90s anime”.

● The Slayers has a spot-on mix of sight 
gags, running storylines and genre 
parodies.

● While later series went to ever-greater 
lengths for comic effect, often with 
brilliant results, the original series' 
closer focus on being a parody of high 
fantasy and RPG cliches makes it by 
far the strongest entry.

● It may be an urban myth, but 
allegedly The Slayers was a depiction 
of one of the writers' own D&D 
campaigns!



  

Revolutionary Girl Utena (1997)
● A thoroughly mind-bending and 

enthralling spin on the mahou shoujo 
genre.

● Utena brings to the forefront the 
themes of coming of age and sexual 
awakening that are to be expected 
from a series involving young 
superheroines.

● With a striking visual style inspired by 
the 1970s arthouse film Kanashimi no 
Belladonna (which itself was also an 
inspiration for The Wall), the series 
goes into very dark places even in its 
comedy episodes.



  

Martian Successor Nadesico 
(1996-7)

● A loving parody of mecha shows old and 
new, Nadesico takes the “show within a 
show” trope and runs with it by making it 
a major plot point.

● The use of the fake 1970s anime 
Gekiganger III as a focus for the 
characters' motivations ably parodies the 
lengths to which fans are prepared to go 
for their favourites.

● Despite being on the whole an incredibly 
silly series, the plot is quite dark at times 
in skewering cliches and obsessive 
behaviour



  

Tenchi Muyo (1992-94)
● One of the classic, must-see romantic 

comedy anime, Tenchi Muyo became a 
fairly substantial franchise with several 
spinoff series, films and OVAs

● However, it is the original OVA series that 
remains a classic – a predictable but still 
amusing tale of an inept young man 
surrounded by incredibly influential and 
lovestruck women

● The traditional romantic comedy setup is 
shaken up by a Urusei Yatsura-esque sci-fi 
theme, with the potential love interests all 
involved in a far larger plot which itself 
affectionately parodies SF anime cliches



  

The King of Braves GaoGaiGar 
(1997)

● The 8th and final TV entry in the Yuusha 
franchise and probably the most well-
known, this series is a perfect example of 
the super robot genre.

● It employs every tradition that a viewer 
would expect, while at the same time 
accepting that it is for a target audience 
who grew up with the earlier series and 
want something a little more substantial.

● The end result is a show which cleverly 
mixes its roots as a franchise for young 
audiences with more interesting elements to 
appeal to teenagers or parents watching 
along.



  

Further Viewing
● The early to mid 90s saw the Gundam franchise go from more UC stuff in the form 

of Victory Gundam to Imagawa's subversion of the tournament shounen series G 
Gundam and the now ubiquitous tale of pacifism, handsome men and rejected 
birthday party invites New Mobile Report Gundam Wing.

● It also saw the Yuusha super robot franchise go from its primitive, Transformers 
like roots in Exkaiser through the wacky Fighbird  to the more experimental Might 
Gaine and, Dagwon and Goldran to ultimately end with GaoGaiGar FINAL.

● GAINAX took a spin at the super robot genre with Neon Genesis Evangelion and 
ended up with one of the most iconic and recognisable anime ever made, while 
Imagawa successfully rebooted both Giant  and Getter Robo.

● Fans of sci-fi can enjoy loving genre parody Irresponsible Captain Tylor and 
easygoing adventures Outlaw Star and Cowboy Bebop.

● In terms of action series and magical girls, the genre was well-served with 
Dragonball Z, Sailor Moon, Pokemon and Rurouni Kenshin among others.



  

Subpar Robot Wars  Amecon-Hen



  

I watched This So You Don't Have 
To

● This section isn't going to be for 
notoriously bad anime. I could name 
any number – Roots Search, Battle 
Skipper, Mechander Robo, Chargeman 
Ken, Groizer X and be here all week. 
But those shows are just dull.

● What it's about is the stuff that's 
interestingly bad – a unique 
combination of poorly conceived ideas, 
paper-thin plots and dreadful voice 
acting, often vaguely entertaining at 
times.

● A lot of this stuff is focused in the 
1980s, when studios had a lot of money 
and were funding anything and 
everything.



  

Rokushin Gattai Godmars (1981-
82)
● The main mistake people make about 

Godmars is thinking it is a super robot 
anime. It isn't.

● What it is is a lengthy, supposedly 
atmospheric sci-fi drama which is obliged to 
feature a lazily done robot fight almost 
every episode.

● The intent is perhaps to copy the success of 
fellow “godlike robot” series Space Runaway 
Ideon (1980-81), although the drama is less 
convincing and the action less exciting.

● Godmars' chunky design, overwhelming 
strength and lack of movement in fights has 
become a meme in Japan.



  

Machine Robo: Revenge of 
Cronos (1986-87)

● Machine Robo is a series that is so incoherent, 
surreal and cheaply made that it has a cult 
charm of its own.

● The animation style veers from flat colours and 
off-model figures to highly detailed, heavily-
shaded stills over which the camera pans.

● It has a setting best described as Transformers 
meets Mad Max, featuring robots both 
disguised as vehicles and in the form of 
humanlike androids.

● It concerns the Western-quoting android ninja 
Rom Stohl fighting the comically evil Devil 
Satan VI by turning first into a bigger robot, 
and then an even bigger one.

● The series proved incredibly popular in Japan, 
and spawned several sequels.



  

M.D. Geist (1986)
● MD Geist is oddly enjoyable; it is simply a 

forgettable, violent action film in animated 
form.

● It focuses on the titular “Most Dangerous 
Soldier” fighting his way through large 
numbers of villains to try and stop the 
“Death Force” from destroying the world.

● The English release of MD Geist was notable 
because the series was so highly praised, 
despite clearly being nothing more than a 
forgettable ultraviolent OVA with a catchy 
theme tune.

● Fans of 80s animation would do well to 
watch it, since it, along with Dangaioh, 
epitomises the style over substance trend of 
the OVA boom.



  

Hyper Combat Unit Dangaioh 
(1987-89)

● The anime which really defines the 80s 
heavy shaded style, this OVA is essentially 
a Masami Obari showcase.

● With a plot so slim as to be non-existent, 
it is really a vehicle for slickly animated 
and stylised mecha action and the flowing-
haired, curvaceous female characters so 
loved of Obari.

● Like so many unremarkable OVAs, 
Dangaioh got an English dub – however, 
while many were simply unremarkable, 
this one was unintentionally hilarious.

● The dub has come to define early anime 
dubbing with its gratituous and absurd 
swearing and badly-timed inflection.



  

Mamono Hunter Yohko (1990-95)
● The early days of localised, English-

language anime were a poor time to be a 
fan. While the 80s had had seminal series 
like Zeta Gundam and Fist of the North 
Star, the first wave of official releases was 
often less impressive.

● Yohko is a very standard action OVA 
notable mostly for the amount of cheap 
titillation it purports to offer including a 
surreal Basic Instinct parody.

● The prevalence of awfully dubbed, sub-par 
OVAs that flooded the market gave anime 
in the west a fairly poor reputation for 
being either “big eyed bobblehead girls” or 
animated pornography. 



  

Masou Kishin Cybuster (1999)
● While Cybuster strictly falls outside the 

boundaries of this panel it is such a perfect 
example of bad anime that it needs 
including.

● An adaptation of a SNES spinoff of the 
Super Robot Wars games, Cybuster 
proceeds to ignore everything about the 
source material.

● Characters' names, motivations and 
appearances are changed, as well as the 
entire plot.

● Even the title mecha's iconic theme, Neppu, 
Shippu, Cybuster, was replaced!

● Even more baffling is that this poor 
adaptation of an obscure, untranslated game 
got an English-language release.



  

It Goes On...
● That's just a small selection of the stuff I found while trawling the depths; I could 

have as easily mentioned Geo-Armor Kishin Corps, in which noble Japanese freedom 
fighters fight Manchurians and Nazi aliens with the help of Einstein, the USA and 
Eva Braun.

● Or Knights of Ramune, where the creators of a successful comedy fantasy series 
decided the best possible sequel would be a raunchy romp through space.

● There's Hades Project Zeorymer, the beautifully animated and surprisingly clever 
OVA marred only by the fact very little happens.

● Voogie's Angel was a haphazard attempt at a girl-power SF superheroine series but 
as with many 80s-90s OVAs suffered from a lack of plot and dislikeable characters.

● Even established franchises suffered from poor sequels; Chojuu Kishin Dancouga got 
a series of increasingly incoherent OVAs, Dirty Pair was followed with the less good 
Dirty Pair Flash while Macross II was considered such an uninspired and poor 
rehash of the far superior Do You Remember Love it has been largely disavowed by 
its creator.



  

Five Mecha Anime I Really Quite 
Liked (And You Might Too)



  

Ginga Senpuu Bryger (1981-82)
● The first in the very interesting but 

obscure J9 trilogy (followed by Sasuraiger 
and Baxinger), Bryger is a light-hearted 
and quite unique sort of mecha anime.

● A kind of sci-fi mixture of Lupin III and 
The A-Team, it focuses on outlaw band J9 
as they help people survive in the lawless 
asteroid belt.

● Despite having a very episodic plot, Bryger 
builds up effectively to an exciting 
conclusion with the real villain only 
showing his hand at the last moment.

● Bryger's stylish opening would go on to 
inspire a new wave of exciting animators 
in the 80s.



  

Blue Comet SPT Layzner      
(1985-86)

● A curiosity from Ryosuke Takahashi, 
Layzner is a hugely varied series 
encompassing plotlines to do with the 
Cold War, alien dynasties and sentient 
robots.

● With a strong political storyline, much like 
Takahashi's earlier Fang of the Sun 
Dougram, Layzner begins in a dark fashion 
with the main character pursued by his 
brother-in-law and mistrusted by his allies.

● Playing on the fear of nuclear annihilation 
that had gripped the world, Layzner's 
inclusion of real-world superpowers in an 
alien invasion storyline makes it stand out 
among other mecha series of its time.



  

Metal Armour Dragonar (1987-88)
● Dragonar is an interesting series; while it's 

fundamentally an attempt to cash in on the 
huge success of Gundam it manages to be 
genuinely good in its own right.

● The basic plot is a stock military SF one; an 
evil empire attack and the heroes fight back.

● However, the writing is light-hearted and the 
characters believably endearing, which makes 
it a very entertaining series.

● It has a great opening animated by Masami 
Obari, who also designed the machines 
featured – although his detailed designs ended 
up not being used in their original form in 
the episodes proper!



  

Densetsu No Yuusha Da Garn 
(1992-93)

● While not the best known of the Yuusha 
series, Da Garn is one of the more 
interesting in how it would inspire the far 
more popular GaoGaiGar.

● Despite looking entirely unremarkable 
within its franchise, its plot is far more 
coherent than most entries and provides 
more interesting development and screen 
time for the supporting cast than most.

● A whole arc in which the hero is absent 
and the sidekicks must save the day alone 
particularly annoyed the network airing it; 
to have a superhero show without the 
superhero was quite a departure.



  

Super Atragon (1995-96)
● This two-episode OVA is incredibly notable to 

anyone with an interest in the history of anime.
● It features mechanical designs from the 

designer behind Giant Robo and character 
designs from the iconic Yoshikazu Yasuhiko 
(Mobile Suit Gundam, Zambot 3, Combattler 
V).

● It even ties in to the lengthy Godzilla franchise, 
and the main ship design was an inspiration for 
a unit in the Super Robot Wars games.

● The plot is an entertaining retro-future pulp 
sci-fi tale featuring subterranean empires, alien 
battleships and stoic sea-captains set during the 
Cold War.

● Interestingly, it's worth tracking it down with 
the English dub – most of the voice cast of 
Evangelion turn up!



  

More Things I didn't Have Time 
To Mention

● Selecting this shortlist was difficult; I could just as easily have talked about Z-Mind, 
a self-conscious, fourth-wall breaking super robot show with a rather unique and 
fun design.

● Or Macross 7, the thoroughly amusing adventures of a power metal band in space 
who end up saving the world with rock and roll.

● Or the fantasy sci-fi films Genmu Senki Leda and Mozaicka, both surreal, beautiful 
adventures in genuinely alien settings.

● Fang of the Sun Dougram is an exciting and tense political sci-fi series by Ryosuke 
Takahashi drawing on the Second World War and the occupation of Algeria.

● Takahashi also worked on Panzer World Galient, a mystical fantasy series with a 
futuristic spin drawing a lot on classic sci-fi aesthetics.

● Space Warrior Baldios is an interesting film with a neat twist in the tail that I found 
quite interesting; similarly, the Ideon films, A Contact and Be Invoked are incredibly 
atmospheric stories of mankind messing with a power it should have left alone.

● Finally, Giant Gorg is a charming and surreal adventure with characterful art from 
Yoshikazu Yasuhiko – a fantastical spin on the classic Tetsujin 28
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